TRYOUTS HELD MONDAY FOR DRAMASHOP CAST

"The Taverns" to Be Presented Next November

The combined Musical Clubs held auditions for the Mansfield room in room 10-25 last Tuesday. Student members were selected to participate in the program for the year. Three contests; Christmas in February, and Japan and the Spirit of 1914 also included several trips to gilt shops, clubs, and the Franklin School for Girls.

David Wilson, coach of the Owl Club, stressed the social and cultural advantages of participation and urged all men who can work even a few hours to sign up. Those who raised the tryouts held on Tuesday at 5:00 may sign up, George Ross, assistant leader and coach of the Bully Club, is still waiting to receive more帮oids before he reports.

MUSICAL CLUBS HOLD FIRST MASS MEETING

One of the best known but no less worthy reasons for Institute fame, is the great number of degrees, both academic and honorary, which members of the Institute in- structing staff in the various departments hold. There are approximately 424 degrees here, of 35 different types, computing these the only highest degrees of its type received by the members of the staff was counted.

The Bachelor of Science degree is, of course, the most common, with 118 men possessing it. Next in number comes the Doctor of Philosophy with 91 charlmen. Seventy-one persons have the Doctor of Laws degree, of which only 11 is a living, while the D. O. comes in fourth with 56 members. The number of the B.A. and the M.A. degrees are tied at 53 each.

The degrees at this point become much more complicated, and are divided here into separate colleges of medicine and engineering with only six charlmen receiving each degree. The degrees in physics, chemistry, and earth science are given with five awards, while the rest of the degrees, the L.H.D., L.H. B., Ph. D., B.A., B.Sc., B.E., B.E., D.D., D.E., D.C.E., S.D., and the R.A.R.C., are divided into the same at 5, 3, or 2 or 1 charlmen each.

Talcing the departments in the con- sideration of the number of degrees given first to the Physics Department, and then in the Elec- trical Engineering Department in 30, the Chemistry Department in third with 26, Mechanical Engineering, with 44, and the Biology and Public Health with 25 are Fourth and frifth, respectively.

Vivien, Mechanical and Chemical Engineering are all tied for sixth place at the 16 each. The place with 24 degrees each to their credit. The Department of Foreign Languages has the lowest number of degrees, but since I is the smallest number of men on its instructing staff, five, this fact is readily explained.
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what he wants after it. All seems that last year we conducted a poll on cut- ting the freshmen, and we found that Faculty members and even students were in favor of it. The next 5-day week. But there's many a slip between the sticks that the Faculty can't do what it says. The very next day, just 5 days, a letter came from the Dean. Never true, the truth has been rumblng, the Faculty voted down the proposal. One member, who is very recently de- stituted as one who is "deeply inter- ested in student affairs," was on record as saying that he never paged any attention to student opinion. (If you want his name we shall be glad to give it to you if you care to ask any in the name vise its a bit of an "if"

Anyway, the 5-day week apparently finished a fair. That is till the administration that part of the Institute that does not hold out FP's hot but does try to collect $100 from each all) took a look. Now we find that Saturday classes as been cut to 44 less than the first term of last year.

For which these chases for the ad- ministration and to the faculty, including that member we mentioned in particular.

EPHRAGMS

Equal education and practice makes them equal,-The Hon. B. Reed

There are two ways of meeting diff- culties. One is to throw the difficulties on you alter yourself to meet them...-Vilhois Bolzme

Science is in danger of setting itself apart from the world as a whole and it is no longer interested in the affairs of the world...-Julian Huxley

I am not much of a historian...-James E. Walker

F IFTH AVENUE

It is far better to be the first man in Elmsia than one of 10,000 in New York...-Walter Drossman

It is better, really, to be safe than rich...-Joseph Hergesheimer

It is magnificent to grow old-if your clothes young-Harry Emerson Fosdick

I can never tell...-Evelyn Beatrice Harrison

You, too, can sing the weekly dollar savings, may...-The Lounger

Error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left to form its own conclusions...-Evelyn Beatrice Harrison

The bright ones will get along with- out a college education, it is the others who need colleges...-Henry Loomis

Sometimes it seems everybody has been thinking the same...-The Lounger

For we that live to must please to live.-Samuel Johnson

Can you get a set out of life just by looking at it?-Louise Kennedy Mathis

"What keeps the stars shining?"...-The Lounger

The woman that delivers her- Joseph Addison

Clean Clothes

"Progress is the only real insurance you can count on the de- pression of Railway Ex- press for shipping anything...-Railway Express Agency, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

The best there is in transportation

SUITs AND TOPs
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Expressiana... 

STOCKED AT EXHIBITION AT 1119 Massachusetts Ave., At Hard Bailes, Boston Mass.

HARRISON, Bost.